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Product Code : LSI-OV-01-D

(An ISO 13485: 2016 Certified Co.)

Solution IndiaSolution India

TMTM



These ovens are heated chambers used for a variety of industrial applications, including drying, curing, or baking 
components, parts or final products. Industrial ovens can be used for large or small volume applications, in batches 
or continuously with a conveyor line, and a variety of temperature ranges, sizes and configurations.. 

Such ovens are used in many different applications, including chemical processing, food production, and 
even in the electronics industry, where circuit boards are run through a conveyor oven to attach surface mount 
components. 

Drying ovens are designed to remove moisture. Typical applications are pre-treating and painting. Such 
ovens are also sometimes known as kilns, though they do not reach the same high temperatures as are used in 
ceramic kilns. 

Key Features

!Temperature range: Ambient+10°C-250°C 

!Better Mineral / Glass wool / Blanket Insulation 

!Silent Hot Air Blower, unique Design of Air Circulation provide throughout uniform air movement & improved 

Temperature distribution 

!Unique design of Ventilation keep the surface of the instrument from being burnt even when the instrument i.e. 

Temperature is maintained at above 200°C 

!Polish S. Steel interior, corrosion resistant for long life operation 

!Having adjustable shelves to make more space for different height 

!Kanthal A-1 super quality coil shaped heaters duly embedded / wound on the sides and bottom for better 

accuracy 

Technical Features

* Outer Body: Made of Mild Steel with powder coated finish
* Inner Chamber made of Mirror Finish Stainless steel
* Insulation: Glasswool
* Controller: LCD based controller with Microprocessor Based PID function
* Alarm : Audio Visual Alarm on temperature deviation
* Timer : Built in digtal timer 
* Safety : Extra thermostat to prevent overshoot in case of controller failure
* Circulation : Through Aluminium centrifugal type blower
* Heaters: Spring type heaters embedded on the three sides of the chamber
* Sensor: “J” Type
* Temperature Range: Ambient+5 to 250 degrees
* Inner Racks: Wire mesh racks made of stainless steel
* Power Supply: 220 Volts AC
* Packing: Standard corrugated box packing
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"We aim at Customer Delight rather than just Customer Satisfaction"

( CE, ISO 13485: 2016 Certified Company)
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